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Rewriting the record books
Commodity prices in sweetspot; likely to set fresh record highs over rest of 2019
The ASB Commodity Price Index hit a record high in NZD
terms last week. The 2.5% increase over the week takes the
Index past the previous high set back in March 2011. The
Index is also up 11.3% over the past year.
Lamb, beef and seafood prices have been leading the way.
Lamb prices have set fresh record highs in eight of the last
nine weeks. Moreover, lamb prices cracked $9.00/kg for the
first time ever last week. Meanwhile, beef prices are not far
behind, with AgriHQ’s beef index setting fresh records each
week since 11 October. Seafood prices have also been
regularly setting fresh record highs since March.
In addition, the NZ dollar has been giving all commodity
prices a boost over recent months. From its 2019 high back
in February, the NZD/USD had dipped over 9% at one stage.
While it has recovered somewhat since those lows, the
NZD/USD remains 8.2% below the February high, and thus is still
boosting commodity prices in NZD terms.
Meanwhile, dairy prices are at healthy levels and fruit prices
are also very high. Indeed, dairy prices have lifted by around
6% since late September and sit nearly 16% higher than a year
ago. Fruit prices are also just 1% shy of the record high in NZD
terms.
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ASB New Zealand Commodity Price Indices
As at Friday 8th November 2019
Index*

Week %

Year %**

Total NZD

113.3

2.5%

11.3%

Total SDR

102.7

1.4%

6.8%

Total USD

101.6

0.9%

5.8%

Dairy USD

102.6

2.7%

15.8%

Sheep/beef USD

110.5

0.5%

7.4%

Forestry USD

87.1

-1.5%

-11.8%

Fruit USD

99.9

-1.5%

-3.6%

Looking ahead, we expect NZ commodity prices to continue to
NZD/USD
0.6329
-1.5%
-5.0%
* For all indices 2017 average = 100
push higher over the remainder of 2019 and early 2020. In
** Percentage change since same week last year
particular, dairy prices are set to lift over November and
December as NZ production growth slows and global demand remains firm. In meat markets, we anticipate that
prices will remain very high for an extended period as the impact of African swine fever is likely to persist over 2020
and potentially into 2021. Similarly, we also anticipate that fruit and seafood prices are likely to remain near record
highs. The laggard is forestry prices which are down nearly 12% since a year ago. But forestry aside, we expect NZ
commodity prices to remain in a sweetspot.
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Disclaimer
This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.
We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document.
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or
any part of this document.
Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.
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